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ABSTRACT 
Identifying novel but still usable and intuitive interaction methods 
for specific technologies and Cross Reality (CR) applications 
remains a challenge for developers and user interface designers. 
The process can become even more complex when the target 
hardware is still in prototype stages of development and does not 
support usability tests in early design iterations. Using an 
affordance guided user centered elicitation survey with non-expert 
participants, we researched intuitive unimodal gaze interaction 
concepts to complete a series of interaction tasks with a 3D UI in a 
HoloLens 2 emulation of a 3D holographic passenger display inside 
a car.  

Keywords: gaze control, user elicitation, holographic interfaces, 
interaction design, user centered design, automotive HMI, 3D gaze 
interaction 

Index Terms: Human-centered computing – Human computer 
interaction (HCI) – Interaction design – Interaction design process 
and methods – User centered design 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Current market reports expect a substantial increase in the so-called 
metaverse and Extended Reality (XR) or Cross Reality (CR) 
applications in the following years [42, 44]. Advancements in the 
field of autonomous driving technology also introduce new 
opportunities for immersive, non-driving-related infotainment and 
interaction experiences in future car interiors [48]. The 
demonstration of the head-worn CR device Microsoft HoloLens 2 
in a moving vehicle shows a promising vision of how navigational 
content and HMI controls could be experienced in mixed reality 
while driving [4]. Augmented Reality HUDs (AR-HUDs), which 
have become state-of-the-art in multiple modern vehicles [39], 
provide an additional platform for CR experiences. Furthermore, 
the development of immersive 3D display technologies, including 
holographic 3D displays [12], can further expand the design space 
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for in-car interactions. In a holographic 3D display, virtual content 
is displayed in full natural 3D and placed in a large depth range in 
front of or behind a physical display screen, without loss of 
resolution or the need of extra head-worn hardware [38]. In addition 
to an increased interest in touchless interaction experiences in light 
of the recent COVID-19 pandemic [16, 33], these developments 
encourage research endeavors towards new interaction modes and 
design ideas for 3D CR interfaces.  

Gaze is an inclusive modality that enables a broader range of 
potential users to interact with computer systems and CR 
applications. Gaze interaction can reduce the physical discomfort 
associated with prolonged and unsupported mid-air gestural input 
[14, 20] and allow users to interact with the system while using their 
hands for a different activity [37]. Since attention and eye 
movements go hand-in-hand [6, 15], explicit gaze interactions can 
benefit applications that require continuous attention [22], which 
would be particularly useful in autonomous driving scenarios or 
non-driving passengers. Gaze patterns can reveal specific areas of 
interest which can enable individualized UIs inside the vehicle [15]. 
Implicit gaze controls can be used to predict which object user 
intends to interact with, thus allowing the system to adjust the UI 
accordingly [13]. Some studies associated eye gaze interaction with 
faster task completion times compared to multimodal gaze+voice 
input [31], gaze input combined with a physical button or controller 
confirmation [35], hand pointing [43] or mouse selection [40]. Past 
studies also reported a lower cognitive workload of eye gaze 
compared to multimodal gaze+voice control [31] and a higher 
perceived ease compared to multimodal gaze+controller or 
gaze+button interaction [35], albeit with higher reported instances 
of eye fatigue and faster rising eye fatigue levels compared to head 
gaze [36]. Some researchers argue that the benefit of gaze control 
depends on the task at hand, reducing cognitive load in some tasks 
while increasing the load in others [11]. A general recurring 
challenge of applications that involve gaze controls is the so-called 
Midas Touch problem [17], which refers to users accidentally 
selecting items simply by looking at them [7]. 

In this contribution, we present and discuss unimodal gaze 
interaction proposals for eight exemplary interaction tasks with a 
potential holographic 3D display interface.  

2 METHOD 
This research project was carried out in three phases. In Phase 1, 
we reviewed literature to identify suitable gaze interaction 
methods. In Phase 2, we conducted an elicitation survey with non-
expert participants to collect gaze interaction proposals for eight 3D 
interaction tasks. In Phase 3, we analyzed the results from the 
elicitation survey and binned the proposed interaction ideas. In 
Phase 4, we deduced the interaction concepts based on results from 
the elicitation survey, implemented each concept using the 
Microsoft MRTK [25, 26] version 2.7.2 and integrated the resulting 
UI with a HoloLens 2 emulation of a 240 × 135 mm large 
holographic 3D display inside a car. 

2.1 Review of gaze interaction methods (Phase 1) 
We identified nine different gaze interaction methods, which we 
considered suitable for use with our 3D display interface: (1) Eye 
pointing to trigger selections or display object-related information 
[2, 17, 23, 40]; (2) Smooth gaze pursuits of moving targets [9, 45]; 
(3) Gaze and blinking [24]; (4) Gaze and nodding [3]; (5)
Combined head- and gaze-cursor movements [41]; (6) Gaze
gestures [18, 28, 30], (7) Exploration and selection of menu items
via sidebars for gaze selection [7]; (8) Dwell-Time techniques [8,

30, 32, 34, 47], for example to lock the degrees of freedom during 
3D object manipulation [21], with dwell visualization presented on 
the object directly or around the cursor [10] and (9) locking of gaze 
cursor to a target area [29, 49]. 

2.2 Interaction tasks and priming 
We selected eight interaction tasks based on a previous work which 
explored use cases, interaction tasks and suitable hand gestures for 
interaction with in-car holographic 3D displays [19]. The selected 
tasks were presented in the following order (1-8):  

• Search in menu: Turn a menu wheel until a desired item
is at the center.

• Select item: Select a desired item from a selection of
multiple items.

• Pull object closer: Move a 3D object in depth in
egocentric perspective towards self, until it reaches a
desired position.

• Rotate object: Rotate a 3D object around its vertical axis
until it reaches a desired rotation.

• Move slider: Move a temperature slider horizontally until 
it reaches a desired temperature.

• Move map: Move a 3D map in bird-view perspective
until the map is centered around a target location.

• Zoom map: Zoom a 3D map in bird-view perspective
until the desired view is reached.

• Select a target on a map: Select a desired target marker
on the 3D map in bird-view perspective.

To appropriately prime participants to the affordances of an in-
car holographic 3D display, we prepared extensive video 
explanations of the nine selected unimodal gaze interaction 
methods, as well as a step-by-step visual representation of each task 
execution. The task visualization included rendered images of the 
target 3D UI embedded in a hypothetical car interior displaying the 
following steps: default state of the UI prior to interaction, visual 
representation of the active target, visual representation of the 
selected target, visualization of the target as it is being 
moved/rotated/zoomed, visualization of the released but still active 
target when it is no longer being manipulated and the end of the 
interaction with the target being no longer activated.  

2.3 Sample 
We split the elicitation survey into two parts with four tasks each, 
to reduce the time demand and workload for each survey 
participant. Hence, we recruited two groups of volunteering 
participants who were compensated for their effort with gift 
vouchers: Group A (N = 34, F =15, M = 19) completed tasks one to 
four, Group B (N = 30, F =14, M = 16) completed tasks five to 
eight. Most participants (Group A: 88 %; Group B: 73%) used gaze 
controls less than once per year or never. The age distribution of 
participants in each group is depicted in Figure 2, with 13 
participants in Group A and 13 participants in Group B being born 
between 1982 and 1964.  

Figure 2: Age distribution of the sample in Group A and B. 



2.4 Elicitation survey (Phase 2) 
To collect the proposals, we conducted the survey remotely. 
Participants received a virtual presentation that contained 
information about the aims and background of the study, 
holographic 3D displays and how they could be used in a car, 
videos presenting the gaze interaction methods described above, 
and an introduction to each task’s goal and its step-by-step 
visualization. Data was collected using online questionnaires linked 
in the presentation. The first questionnaire gathered information 
about participants’ age, gender, driving habits, technology usage 
and media consumption. After filling out the demographic 
questionnaire, participants would proceed to view the material 
about the first of four tasks. A link to the task questionnaire was 
placed at the end of each task description. In the task questionnaire, 
participants were asked to describe their gaze interaction idea, 
using the following instruction: “How would you complete this task 
using only your eye-gaze to control the user interface?”. 
Participants were encouraged to refer to the gaze interaction 
methods described in the presentation. In addition, participants 
were asked to rate the ease and self-descriptiveness of their 
proposed interaction method on a 10-point scale. Ease referred to 
how easy the interaction would be to execute, while self-
descriptiveness was the degree to which the interaction is self-
explanatory, as described in the standard ISO 9241-110. At the end 
of each task questionnaire, participants rated the usefulness of 
unimodal gaze interaction for the completion of the given task. 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Analysis of elicitation survey results (Phase 3) 
In a first step, the 179 proposed interaction ideas were reviewed and 
filtered to remove incomplete responses that failed to describe a 
gaze interaction. The resulting number of analyzed proposals for 
each task was as follows: Search in menu (22), Select item (17), 
Pull object closer (14), Rotate object (15), Move slider (20), Move 
map (15), Zoom map (13) and Select a target on a map (13). The 
remaining responses were in part extensive and detailed, allowing 
us to use the set of responses to deduce meaningful interaction 
concepts and providing a valuable insight into participants’ mental 
models. The number of gaze usefulness ratings obtained from each 
task was: Search in menu (23), Select item (21), Pull object closer 
(17), Rotate object (19), Move slider (24), Move map (17), Zoom 
map (17) and Select a target on a map (17). This shows how only 
a portion of the recruited participants completed all online 
questionnaires and provided usable data.  

We binned the filtered proposals based on their similarity, so that 
proposals that described similar methods used during the single 
stages of interaction were binned into the same group. For example: 
we grouped proposals that described looking at various additional 
UI objects or buttons to move or rotate an element (3D arrows, a 
3D scale, buttons with icons, etc.) into the same category. We then 
ranked the binned groups according to their average ratings of ease 
and self-descriptiveness. If multiple categories had an equal 
number of occurrences, we prioritized the category with a higher 
ease and self-descriptiveness rating. 

With respect to the obtained gaze usefulness ratings (Figure 3), 
we found that gaze control was considered most useful for selection 
tasks, while being rated less useful for translation tasks like Zoom 
Map, Search in Menu, Rotate Object and Pull Object closer. 

3.2 Final interaction concepts (Phase 4) 
We deducted the final concepts presented in Figure 1 based on the 
top three categories from the binning procedure, but considering 
additional factor such as technical feasibility, ergonomics, and 
affordances of holographic 3D-displays. We then implemented the 

interaction concepts according to the description below, using the 
Microsoft MRTK. 

Figure 3: Average gaze usefulness ratings across eight tasks. 
Error bars depict standard deviations. 

As a general rule of each concept design, we defined that the 
users’ gaze point must be inside the UI area within the bounds of 
the virtual display, to enable any interaction with the system. Based 
on literature review and pilot tests with 10 participants, we selected 
a threshold of 300 ms for gaze fixation that triggered visual 
highlighting of the fixated object and the start of a dwell timer for 
another 1000 ms. Gaze selections therefore required a total fixation 
duration of 1300 ms. Audio feedback was additionally used to 
confirm most selections. All visual feedback for the gaze 
interactions was designed according to insights from literature (e.g. 
[10]) and recommendations from the MRTK [27]. Looking away 
from the virtual display resulted in a deactivation of all selected 
objects. Our final interaction concepts for each task are: 

• Search in menu: User looks on the arrow above the menu
to select the direction in which the wheel is rotated. Upon 
gaze contact, the arrow outlines are highlighted. At
fixation, the arrow gradually turns green until for the
duration of the dwell until selection is confirmed. User
can then look at the selected arrow to rotate the menu
wheel for the duration of arrow fixation. The arrow
remains selected, until the gaze leaves the UI area, or
another arrow is selected.

• Select item: Upon gaze contact, the item outlines are
highlighted. At fixation, the button gradually turns green
for the duration of the dwell, until selection is confirmed.

• Pull object closer: Upon gaze contact, the outlines of the
box collider around the 3D object are highlighted. At
fixation, the dwell timer initiates with the visualization of 
a wheel around the cursor that gradually fills until
selection is confirmed. After selection, a 3D scale
appears below the object, with a nearer arrow at the front
and a farther arrow behind the object. When user fixates
an arrow, it gradually turns green for the duration of the
dwell with additional visualization of a wheel that
gradually fills around the cursor. User can look at the
selected arrow to move the object in the arrow direction
for the duration of gaze fixation on the arrow. The arrow
remains selected, until the gaze leaves the UI area within
the display, or another arrow is selected.

• Rotate object: Upon gaze contact, the outlines of the box
collider around the 3D object are highlighted and an extra 
3D rotation icon is displayed in the lower left corner of
the box. At fixation on the rotation icon, the dwell timer
initiates with the visualization of a wheel around the
cursor that gradually fills until selection is confirmed.
Upon selection, the rotation icon disappears, and two
rotation arrows appear below the box (one for clockwise
and one for counterclockwise rotation around the vertical 
axis). Upon fixation of one arrow, it turns green, and user 
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can rotate the object in the arrow direction for the 
duration of arrow fixation.  

• Move slider: Upon gaze contact, the outlines of the slider 
box are highlighted. At fixation, the box gradually turns
green for the duration of the dwell, until selection is
confirmed. User then fixates a point on the slider bar to
trigger another dwell timer with the wheel visualization,
until the dwell is completed, and the slider gradually
moves to the selected position. User must select the slider 
box again to initiate a new movement.

• Move map: Upon gaze fixation of the map, four bars
appear along the map edges. At fixation of one bar, it
gradually turns green for the duration of the dwell. After
the selection is confirmed, user can move the map by
fixating the selected edge. The selected bar remains
selected until the gaze leaves the UI area within the
display, or another object is selected. Once the target
location is in view, the user can select it via dwell and the 
map automatically centers around the selected location.

• Zoom map (ZM): Upon gaze fixation of the map, user can 
look at one of the zoom buttons near the right edge of the 
map. Upon gaze contact, the outlines of the zoom button
are highlighted and at fixation, the button gradually turns
green for the duration of the dwell until selection is
confirmed. User can zoom in or out (depending on the
selected button) by fixating the selected button. The
button remains selected, until user’s gaze leaves the map
or another button is selected.

• Select a target on a map: Upon gaze contact, the outlines
of the marker are highlighted. At fixation, the marker
gradually turns green for the duration of the dwell, until
selection is confirmed.

4 DISCUSSION 
Our interaction concepts are deduced from the proposed ideas of 
non-expert participants, based on affordance guided priming 
material. Our step-by-step visualization of each task left it open to 
interpretation, as to whether the task could be completed in a 
continuous or discrete manner. Some participants proposed discrete 
methods for tasks that others would resolve continuously (e.g., 
moving an object in steps vs. moving it continuously). We might 
have gotten different results had we used other visuals to convey 
the task goals. While we expect our interaction concepts to be 
intuitive, self-descriptive, and easy to use based on the ratings of 
the elicited proposals, we suggest viewing the results from such 
surveys as inspiration and user centered guidance rather than 
explicit design instructions.  

4.1 Future work 
Since gaze can be efficiently combined with gesture or voice input 
to solve specific challenges in AR/VR applications [37, 46], our 
survey further collected interaction proposals for potential 
multimodal controls of the suggested tasks, combining gaze input 
with mid-air gestures, voice control, or other modalities that 
participants could imagine using in combination with gaze. Using 
the same approach, we deduced multimodal gaze-supported 
interaction concepts with mid-air gestures and voice commands. 
While these results are out of scope for this contribution, we plan 
to evaluate the task performance, user experience, and usability of 
the presented unimodal gaze interactions and compare them with a 
multimodal gaze + hand tracking interface. Furthermore, we will 
compare hand tracking-based interactions described in Kazhura 
([19]) with multimodal gaze-hand and gaze-voice interactions to 
further investigate the potential benefits of gaze input for 
interaction with immersive 3D UIs.  

4.2 Limitations 
One major limitation of our approach is the remote elicitation 
approach, which required participants to elicit ideas for a 
technology they had little to no experience with, based on low-
fidelity priming materials (descriptions, videos, and images as 
opposed to an immersive CR experience of each task’s 
affordances). This low-fidelity approach could have limited 
participants’ creativity and the perception of gaze controls 
usefulness for 3D UIs. Furthermore, the generalizability of our 
results is limited by the specific priming material used to elicit the 
proposals, as the proposals were heavily influenced by the 
affordances of the visualized UI. In addition, the study was 
anonymous, thus limiting communication between us and 
participants. Participants could not make quick inquiries about the 
presented methods or openly discuss a specific topic or idea. We 
can see how this impacted our results based on the number of 
complete and usable responses, in contrast to the total sample size 
of each group. It is also important to note that while we surveyed 
non-experts and split the tasks into two groups, experienced 
AR/VR users might propose different and more consistent 
approaches with a greater focus on established UI/UX guidelines 
and technical feasibility. The cultural diversity of our sample was 
also limited, since we recruited participants from a single region in 
Germany. People with other demographic backgrounds may 
suggest different interaction ideas or dismiss certain ideas entirely. 
The gaze method 9 (locking of gaze cursor to a target area) was 
presented in less detail compared to the other methods, which may 
have made it more challenging for participants to understand and 
include the method in their proposals. Finally, the presented UIs 
don’t include much visual clutter. It is therefore debatable whether 
the concepts are transferable to more complex holographic 
interfaces. 

5 CONCLUSION 
Non-experts who have had little experience with XR or CR 
technologies may not see the benefits of gaze control for certain 
tasks yet and may find it challenging to propose suitable interaction 
ideas. We found the results from the elicitation study very helpful 
in preparing user-centered gaze control-based 3D UIs for future 
evaluation. Based on our experience, we encourage the inclusion of 
participants’ ideas in early design iterations of CR-UIs. However, 
we recommend considering a more direct and interactive CR survey 
approach, to help participants whose imagination and creativity 
may be limited. For example, by letting users experience the 
priming UI in a CR application in real-time using immersive 
authoring tools or by using a visual editor on a tablet. In any case, 
it is important to carefully prime non-experts with respect to 
possible approaches to obtain more meaningful results. 
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